…A letter with a big 1 on it was lying in the grass. Slowly and carefully he took it
and opened it. Inside it said in big letters: ARE YOU FANCYING A SCAVENGER
HUNT? HERE WE GO! NUMBER 2 IS IN A PLACE WITH MANY KIDS!
Oh, that must be the school, Skipper thought and ran as quick as possible to
school. As he arrived school was just ending, and all the kids came running out
of the building. Skipper decided to wait a few minutes until everybody had gone
home. After 2 minutes a boy came over to him and said: “Are you the famous
Skipper? I’m your biggest fan! And before I forget, I have a letter for you.” He
handed him the letter and left. Inside the letter it said: SUPER, YOU FOUND THE
SECOND LETTER! THE NEXT LETTER IS AT YOUR FAVOURITE SHOP!
That was not so easy for Skipper, but after thinking about it, he decided it must
be the bakery. He went to the bakery and wished he could buy himself the
delicious chocolate bread which he usually bought there. Skipper didn’t know if
the letter is hidden or not. So he began to search for it between all the rolls.
Suddenly he heard a voice: “Can I help you, young man?” It was the store
manager! “Is it this that you are looking for?” he held a letter with a 3 on it in the
air. “Yes Mister” He gave him the letter and said: “Here that’s also for you”. It
was a chocolate bread! In the letter it said: “4 is the place you love most” For
sure that must be his home. At home was a new SwingIt Playset which his father
had built for him while he was at the Scavenger Hunt.
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